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Universality of Impact lonization Rate in 0.1pm Si MOSFET

H.Kurata, Y.Nara, and T.Sugii

Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd., 10-1 Morinosato-Wakamiya, Atsugi, Kanagawaz43-Ol,
JAPAN

We investigated impact ionization in Si MOSFET's with the gates as short as 0.1pm at

room temperature. The impact ionization rate falls on a simple straight line regardless of the gate

voltage Vrs-Vtrr and the gate length Ls when ln[Iruo/Iu(Vdr-Vdr"t)J is plotted versus l/(Vdr-Vdr"J
where Vdr"t is the drain sanration voltage. However, we found a deviation from the universal
relation, which depends on gate voltage. We clarified the origin of the deviation and present a

new method for obtaining the universal plot.
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1. Introduction
Impact ionization in deep submicron

MOSFET's has been studied in conjunction

with non-stationary transport such as velocity
overshootl)'2). The mettrod used to
characterize impact ionization rate in these

studies is based on pseudo-two-dimensional

model that describes the maximum channel

electric field E^ near the drain junction. The

electric field E,', is roughly proportional to Vur-

Vdr"u where Vdro is the voltage at the point
where the canier velocity saturates. Hence ttre

impact ionization rates defined by the ratio of
substrate crurent to drain current Iru/a fall on a

simple straight line regardless of the gate

voltage V* and the gate length Ls,^.*hen
ln(Iruo/tu) is plotted versus 1/(Vdr-Vdr"r) t).

In this work, we investigated the impact

ionization in deep submicron MOSFET's with
the gate length L, down to 0.1pm and found
that such a universal straight line is not obtained
for different Vgs. We clarified that the observed

deviation dependent on V* is due to ttre

difference in the saturation electric field E 
"t,which is the channel electric field for the

velocity saturation of electrons.

2. Experiments and Discussion
The two nMOSFET's used in this study

(samples A and B) have LDD stnrctures.

Although the conditions of ion implantation for
the channel and LDD are the same, the gate

oxide thickness To* is different in these nvo

samples (46A for sample A and 3zlfor sample

B). Figure I shows the conventional plot

ln[I*,,o/Io(Var-VorJ] versus l/(Var-Voru) for an

nMOSFET with Lo=0.15pm in sample A. We

determind Var", uiing the method proposed by

T.Chan et al., which is based on the idea that

the loci of constant Isubfld are parallel to the

locus of Var", on the Vu;Iu characteristics3).

One can find the deviation from the straight line

for higher Vrr-Vtr, and/or lower Jaivar"r
According to tfre analytical expression4)

t,,o*lnnkexpt- *f (r)

Iruo is determined by the maximum electic field
En, at the drain edge. Hence the contribution of
t* ftorn other region leads to the increased

impact ionization rate. However, the measured

Irub did not show any specific increase for the

low E* conditions where the deviation from the

straight line occurs. In addition, similar
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deviations were observed for all the
investigated nMOSFET's with L-=0.lpm to
0.8pm in contrast to the result of "fnni"uno et

alz). Thus we cannot attribute the deviations to
the enhanced electron temperature in short
channel MOSFETs with Lo near 0.1prm.

consider Erut as a fitting parameter and
introduce a larger Esat into Eq.(2) for the curve
of higher Vrs-Vtrr. The conventional method to
determing Vdr", .becomes incorrect, because the

loci of constant Iru/o are not parallel to the
locus of Vor",. We deduced a new Vu.u, for
each V*s-Vttr from the measured V*

Flg.2 Vc"- la characterlstlcs ol a 0.15pm
nMOSFET lor Vge-V* of 0.5V, 1.0V 1.5V, and
2.0V. The locus ol V6""r(conv.) le drawn
parallel to that of constant lsub/ ld accordlng
to the conventlonal method. The locus of
Va*"r(new) shows the new Va"a determlned by
the method we propose In thls work.

on a constant lru/a locus according to

Vor"t=Vor - I

where the constant C means E 2 for Vrr-
Vth=O.sV As shown in Fig.2, the difference
between the new Vdr", and the former ones
increases with V*s-Vth. Figure 3 shows the
plot of ln[Irufld.E*)] versus 1E-, where E u,
in Eq.(2) is considered to be a frtting paftmeter
dependent on Vrs-Vtrr. One can find the
recovery of universal relation. A similar
procedure successfully recovered the
universality in the plot for sample B which has

a thinner gate oxide than sample A.
To confirm the validity of Er", deduced

by the fitting of curves in Fig.3, we performed
a simple estimation of {", from the effective
surface mobility p"u. We deduced p"r, from the
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Fig.1 Plot of In["rp/ U Vo"-Va*t)l versus
1/(VdE-Va""r) for the sample A with Lr=0.1Spm.
Measured for Vgs-V* of O.SV, 1.0V, 1.5V, and
2.0v.
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where I is the effective length of the velocity-
saturation region3). Usually the E*", term in
Eq.(2) is omitted and the universal relation
between impact ionization rate and 1/(Vds-Vd""r)
is derived by introducing Eq.(2) into Eq.(l).
In this case, we must include the Er", term,
because the deviation occurs for lower Vor-
Vdrur We deduced the effective length I from
the slope of the curve for Vrs-Vrh=0.sv in
Fig.l and an empiribal paftmerer
Bi= I .7x 106v/cm3). However, a similar
deviation as that in Fig.l remains, if we
introduce the constant Eru,=4xtdV/cm
proposed by T.Chan et al. into Eq.(2) for the
plot of ln[Iru5/Gd.E-)] versus 1/Em3).

To obtain straight lines, we must
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measured channel conductance for a MOSFET
with L"=Spm fabricated on ttre same chip as the

E

deep submicron MOSFET's we investigated,

because the conductance of a long channel

device is not affected by the parasitic resistance.

We estimated Er", by the empirical relation

Er",=2Dr"4r"n, where osat is the saturation

velocity of electrons. Although the reported

values of Dr", scatter between 4x 106cm/sec and

1x107cm/sec so far, we assumed Dr", to be

7.0x106cm/sec. In Thblel, we compared ttre

results with Er", obtained for a MOSFET wittt
L,=0.15pm in samples A and B by the fitting

B

of impact ionization rate. The fairly good

agreement of Eru, data supports that the

deviation of the curves in Fig.l is due to the

gate voltage dependence of Esot, which results

from the degradation of mobility p"ff by the

normal elecric field.
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description of maximum channel electric field
Em. The fitted Er", for the recovery of
universality agrces quite well with the estimated

Er", from the empirical relation for the u-E
curve and the measured effective mobility Pr*
These results show that the pseudo-two-

dimensional model is still useful for desuibing
the maximum channel elecric field E 

' 
in desp

submicron MOSFET's with gates as short as

0.lpm.

Vgr-Vth 1.0v 1.5V 2.0v

Esat(f)[A] 6x1d 7x1A4 8.5( 104

Eo1(tt)[A 5.8x104 6.6x104 7.7X104

Essl(OtBl 6x1d 7.5x104 gxlO4

Eo1$)[B 6.1xl04 7.6x104 9.6x104

Table 1 The saturatlon electrlc fleld E"", data
obtalned by the flttlng are denoted by E""df).
Those estlmated wlth the effectlve moblllty
Fetr are denoted by E"a(t). These E"", data
are compared for each Vn"-Vr In samples A
and B wlth Lr=0.15pm
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Flg.3 Plot of Infl*o/(ld.EJI versus 1/Em.
The measured data ls same as Fig.l. The
saturatlon electrlc fleld Esar In the
descrlptlon of maximum channel electrlc lleld
E, ls chosen to flt the curve for V*-V6=0.5V.
The resultlng change In Va="i ls also
Introduced.

3. Conclusion
For nMOSFET's with thin gate oxides,

the universal relation is not obtained using the

simple plot ln[Ir,r/a(Var-Vdr"t)] versus l/(Var-
VarJ and the conventional method to determine
Var",. Universality can be restored by
considering Er", as a parameter dependent on
the gate voltage, and modifying Vdr", for the
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